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"Are you single? Not married yet?" The old man asked. 

Yu Qi was taken aback by the question. 

The old man noticed that Yu Qi was surprised by the question. Well, he admitted he was indeed 

straightforward.  

"Oh, I am sorry to introduce myself. I am Kelvin Mark. You can call me Kelvin." The old man said. "I am 

coming here to see my grandson. But he is busy with his friend."  

"I see. I am Tang Yu Qi. You can call me Yu Qi." Yu Qi introduced herself to the old man. 

"About the question earlier..." The old man still wanted to know. 

"Oh, I am engaged to someone. Well, I am not married yet but I am not single too." Yu Qi answered. 

ραndαsnοvεl.cοm "Oh..." The old man sighed. Then he continued. "I thought if you are single, I want to 

introduce my grandson to you."  

"Oh..." Yu Qi just smiled. "I am sure my grandson will find someone later." 

Yu Qi looked at the time. She should return home.  

"I need to go home. See you later if there is a chance." Yu Qi said. 

She did not think she would see him again. She knew that he was not from Binhai Nation.  

"See you again." Kelvin Mark nodded. 

Yu Qi returned home. 

.... 

Yu Qi just finished making cookies for Tang Bo Lin and Tang Heng Nuo. She already packed some for her 

contracted beasts and Bo Ya.  

"Bolin, Heng Nuo, eat this." Yu Qi fed the twins.  

"Delicious." Tang Heng Nuo said with a baby accent.  

Tang Bo Lin did not say anything. However, Yu Qi could see that he liked that too.  

"However, you can not eat too much. You just only eat two more pieces. Then, you can eat it again." Yu 

Qi stated. 

"Hmmm.... Why? More..." Tang Heng Nuo already asked for more. 

"If you eat sweet so much, I will eat you." Yu Qi made an action to bite the twins. 



"Arghhh!!!" Tang Heng Nuo shouted. 

Yu Qi laughed with Tang Heng Nuo. Tang Bo Lin smiled too.  

"No wonder I find you, you are not in your playroom." Su Xiao appeared. 

"Mama." Tang Heng Nuo shouted. 

Tang Heng Nuo's voice was so cute when she shouted the word 'Mama.' 

"Hmm... My sweet angels." Su Xiao kissed Tang Heng Nuo's cheek.  

Su Xiao wanted to kiss Tang Bo Lin's cheek too. However, the pair of small hands stopped Su Xiao's lips. 

Yu Qi laughed when she saw this cute gesture.  

"So cute." Yu Qi said. 

"This boy really disliked people kissing his cheek." Su Xiao commented.  

"Really? But he just let me kiss him just now." Yu Qi said. 

"Oh, he chooses the person to kiss him.'' Su Xiao commented. 

Yu Qi laughed again.  

"Oh, before I forget. Your Grandpa's birthday is coming soon. We want to throw a party for him." Su 

Xiao said. 

"Oh, yes. He will be 65 years old soon." Yu Qi remembered that.  

"Yes. We plan to have a big party once every five years." Su Xiao said. 

"Hmm... We can find a lot of his friends. They would be glad to hear from their friends." Yu Qi said. 

After returning to her room, she entered her space. She gave the cookies that she made to her 

contracted beast.  

Aoi and Rukh shook their head. They did not like the cookies much. Bo Ya and Xiaohua ate a lot since 

both of them had sweet tooth.  

.... 

Yu Qi was checking a patient. After that, the nurse came and told her that someone was looking for her.  

She went to the registered counter and took a look at the person. It was someone that she never met.  

Yu Qi approached the person. The person seemed displeased when he saw Yu Qi approaching him. 

The man glanced over and asked Yu Qi a question.  

"Yes, what do you want?" The man asked. 

The man thought Yu Qi was some woman who wanted to ask for his contact information. Sometimes, 

some bold women came and asked him out. It was so annoying. 



"Huh? You ask to meet me." Yu Qi said. 

The man stood up. "You are Doctor Yu Qi?"  

"Yes, I am." Yu Qi said. 

The man did not expect to see such a beautiful woman. He thought his grandfather was exaggerating 

about the woman.  

"Who are you?" Yu Qi asked bringing the man back from sinking into his imagination. 

"Oh, I am Richard Mark, the grandson of Kelvin Mark that you met yesterday." Richard Mark said. 

"Oh... It's you." Yu Qi smiled. "Why are you here?"  

Did his grandfather force him to come here? Well, she was thinking about that because he looked 

displeased. 

Richard Mark bowed his head. "Thank you for saving my grandpa's life yesterday. Without your help, my 

grandpa would be gone."  

"It is nothing. It is a coincidence that I was there." Yu Qi shook her head. "Please raise your head."  

Richard Mark lifted up his head. He was very grateful to Yu Qi for saving his grandfather. His grandfather 

was like a parent to him since he grew up beside his grandfather. 

His parent was kind of busy. So, he was closer to his grandfather compared to his parent. If something 

happened to his grandfather, he might did not know what to do. 

He was the one who might having an heart attack if something truly happened to his grandfather.  
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"Mr Mark, it is my job to save people." Yu Qi said to Richard Mark.  

"I know it." Richard Mark knew that. 

"Doctor Yu Qi, there is an emergency at wad 0010." A nurse rushed over and asked for Yu Qi's help.  

Without saying anything to Richard Mark, Yu Qi rushed over to the wad. Richard Mark was stunned 

when he was suddenly being left over just like that. Well, he understood that she had another 

emergency to work out. 

Since he already reached the purpose of coming here, he was satisfied. He just came here to thank Yu Qi 

and it was done. He would return home. 

There was an emergency at the wad 0010. A young mother brought her 5 years old kid to the hospital.  

The kid had been brought by his parent after he passed out while eating. The parent rushed over to the 

emergency. They thought it was just a cold since the kid's body was hot. 



Upon checking, the doctor noticed some kind of bruise around the kid's shoulder. The doctor then 

pulled up the clothes.  

She and her nurse were very shocked when they saw the bruise around the kid's body. There were a lot 

of bruises. Some of them were old and some of them were new.  

So, they could conclude that this kid had been abused. They still did not know who did that to the kid.  

The doctor and nurse were calm during the process. The doctor told the parent that the kid needed to 

be warded.  

That was when the father did not agree with the doctor's suggestion. He wanted to bring the kid back.  

The doctor told the father once again that the kid needed to be warded because of his condition. The 

father wanted the doctor to just give them the medicine that he would give to his child by himself. 

The doctor rejected the father's suggestion. The father insisted on bringing the kid home. At this point, 

the staff already knew that something was not right. This father might be the one who is abusing the 

kid. 

As this kind of case, the kid would not be allowed to return to the parent's custody. They would be the 

first suspects in this case. They would be reported for child abuse.  

The mother was crying and hugged the child. She did not protest much about it. However, the father did 

not want the matter being dragged. 

"Sir, you can not take your children away." The nurse said.  

The father would not be patient anymore. He went to strike the nurse. However, his hand did not reach 

the nurse.  

It was grabbed by Yu Qi. After that, Yu Qi threw it making the father lose his balance and fall down. 

"How dare you push me over?" The father shouted. 

"Mister, you can not hit the nurse." Yu Qi said. 

Yu Qi turned to the nurse and asked her. "Are you okay?"  

"I am fine, Doctor Yu Qi." The nurse nodded. She was glad that Yu Qi managed to save her.  

"Inform the security guards and call the police." Yu Qi made the order. 

"No, you can not call them." The father shouted. 

"And why is that?" Yu Qi asked. 

The father was panicked when he heard that the doctors wanted to call the police. If the police were 

called, he might end up in jail. 

"None of your business." The father shouted again. 

Yu Qi could see the panic in the father's eyes. It was something.  



"What happened?" Yu Qi asked the doctor. She did not grasp the situation in full. 

The doctor came over and whispered in Yu Qi's ear. She told Yu Qi everything that she found out about 

the kid.  

"I see... Then, we really need to call the police." Yu Qi stated. 

The nurse rushed to call the security guard and police. Seeing the situation went in the worst direction, 

the father made the decision to abandon his wife and child. He rushed to run away. 

However, he did not know that once Yu Qi marked him, he would not run away. Yu Qi grabbed him.  

The father struggled to make Yu Qi let him go. He tried to kick, Yu Qi avoided. He tried to punch, Yu Qi 

also could avoid it easily. 

It continued until the security guards came over and took the father from Yu Qi. He would be held by the 

security guards until the police came over. 

The police arrived ten minutes later. They arrested the father and investigated what happened.  

They took pictures of the kid's body. They were also surprised seeing the kid's body. It seemed he had 

been abused for such a long time. 

The mother cried even more. She looked at the doctor who saved her and her child from her husband. 

She even kowtowed.  

She did not dare to argue with her husband. If her husband was angry, not only the child, even she 

became the victim.  

She showed the bruise on her stomach. It was the same as the child. There were some new bruises and 

old bruises.  

The police already took note of the mother's condition. So, the father liked to hit his wife and child.  

The father would be arrested for such a crime. The police brought him to the police station. He shouted 

for his wife to save him. 

The mother ignored it. She looked at her child. She was glad. Probably because she was relieved, she 

passed out. She and the kid would be warded.. 
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The birthday party for Grandpa Tang would be held at the hotel. Grandpa Tang invited all of the hospital 

staff. If they were free, they could come. He also invited his friends. 

Grandpa Feng and Grandpa Long were on the list. They were promised to come over.  

Yu Qi asked Long Hui if he was busy or not on that day. Long Hui already informed that he would be free 

and could come to celebrate Grandpa Tang's birthday. 



On the day of the party, the guests arrived at the venue. Since Grandpa Tang was famous around the 

world, a lot of guests from around the world came over.  

Grandpa Tang had secluded himself from the world. He did not show himself to the public too often.  

When the news came over telling that Grandpa Tang would hold the party, everyone was trying to get 

the invitation for the party.  

Tang Heng Nuo and Tang Bo Lin were very cute in their clothes. Tang Heng Nuo wore a light pink dress. 

While Tang Bo Lin was in his suit.  

Both of them were accompanied by their nanny. The nanny would take care of them during the party. 

Grandpa Tang wanted them to be at this party as well.  

The twins just knew about to walk. So, Tang Heng Nuo with her baby step walked around greeting the 

guests with a smile accompanied by her nanny. Everyone loved how cute she was. 

Tang Bo Lin just sat in his chair while looking around. He did not like to walk around like his twin. His 

action also caught some guest's eyes. They felt that the child was like a mine adult.  

While Tang Heng Nuo was walking, she accidentally collided with someone. Well, there was no damage 

on the person's side. But Tang Heng Nuo fell to the ground. 

Tang Heng Nuo felt hurt. She cried. The nanny rushed to lift her and calm her down. 

"What is this? How could you bring a child here?" The person who collided with Tang Heng Nuo was 

displeased when she saw a child at the party. 

It was a woman. She dressed up in a yellow dress.  

"Hey, are you coming to get free food for you and your child?" The woman asked. 

She noticed that the nanny was wearing a plain dress without any accessories. She suspected the nanny 

sneaked into the party for some food. 

"What are you saying?" The nanny was displeased to hear that. 

"Do you have the invitation? If you have an invitation to come to this party, it is common sense that you 

should leave your child behind. She might cause trouble for the party." The woman commented.  

The woman did not realise who the child was. Tang Family did not forbid their guests to bring their 

children. The guests were the ones who decided not to bring their children to the party since they were 

afraid that their children would cause some problems.  

"I think you should leave this party now. Otherwise, I will go and report you to the Tang's family." The 

woman said. 

"Of course, I am not willing. This child..." The nanny wanted to explain. 

"Oh, a poor person like you is stubborn. I guess you must not married yet and have this child. Are you 

cheating with someone's husband and getting pregnant with this kid?" The woman said in a loud voice 

getting attention from people around. 



"What are you talking about?" The nanny shouted. 

She was indeed not married yet. The woman wanted to ruin her reputation. 

"Oh, are you feeling guilty?" The woman smiled. 

"What is going on here?" Su Xiao came over. 

The nanny was glad that Su Xiao was here. She wanted to say something to Su Xiao but the woman did it 

first. 

"Second Madam Tang, it seems this woman sneaked into this party bringing her child for some free 

food. You should drag her out." The woman said. She even continued her nonsense. "I think that is her 

child who was born out of wedlock. It is shameful to have children like that." 

Su Xiao looked at the woman with unbelievable eyes. This woman was spouting nonsense.  

"Are you telling me that this child is shameful?" Su Xiao asked. 

"Yes." The woman nodded. 

"Mama." The child suddenly shouted. 

She struggled inside the nanny's hug. She wanted to go to her mother. The nanny put her down. She 

went to Su Xiao. 

Once again she shouted. "Mama."  

ραndαsnοvεl.cοm The woman turned to the nanny and said. "Hey, control your daughter."  

The nanny looked at the woman like this woman was an idiot.  

Su Xiao picked Tang Heng Nuo up.  

"Are you being naughty?" Su Xiao smiled at her daughter. 

"Mama." Tang Heng Nuo grinned. 

"You should take your child. Don't let her disturb Second Madam Tang." The woman looked at the 

nanny. 

The nanny ignored her.  

"You." Su Xiao said. 

The woman did not know that Su Xiao was calling her. "Look, Second Madam Tang is calling for you." 

This time, the nanny could not help to say something to the woman. "Idiot."  

"What are you just saying?" The woman was shocked. 

"I am talking to you." Su Xiao said. 

The woman finally realized that Su Xiao was talking to her. 



"Are you talking to me?" The woman pointed the finger to her face. 

"Yes, you. How dare you insult my daughter?" Su Xiao glared at the woman.  
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"Your daughter?" The woman was shocked. 

"Yes, she is my daughter." Su Xiao admitted. She looked at the woman. "Then, let me ask you. Who are 

you?"  

"I am a girlfriend of Shen Ruihi. He is talking with his friend over there." The woman said. 

Right now, she was feeling scared. She already insulted the daughter of Second Madam Tang. Well, she 

did not know that Second Madam Tang had a young daughter.  

"Shen Ruihi?" Su Xiao did not recognise the name. 

Tang Jang Qin approached his wife and daughter. Upon seeing her father, Tang Heng Nuo shouted 

happily. 

"Papa." Tang Heng Nuo called her father. 

Tang Jang Qin smiled. He became a fool for his daughter.  

"Heng Nuo!" Tang Jang Qin took his daughter from Su Xiao. He looked at Su Xiao and asked. "What is 

going on here?"  

"This woman insulted our daughter by calling her illegitimate daughter." Su Xiao said. 

Tang Jang Qin spoiled his daughter so much. Knowing someone insulted his daughter made him so 

angry. 

"I..." The woman wanted to explain. 

"Get out." Tang Jang Qin said. 

His voice was so loud making everyone looked at them. Everyone wondered what was going on over 

there.  

The man quickly approached them and stood beside the woman. It must be Shen Ruihi. 

"What's happened?'' Shen Ruihi asked. 

"Your accompanied insult my daughter. So, I am asking her to leave." Tang Jang Qin said. 

"What? She insults Heng Nuo?" Grandpa Tang who just arrived heard that and became instantly angry. 

"She insults our little princess?" Tang Jin Wei glared at the woman. 

Tang Qin Hao also stared at the woman.  

Yu Qi and Tang Han Lee just arrived. Yu Qi asked the nanny. The nanny whispered to Yu Qi.  



Once she heard what happened, she also became angry. A Tang had been insulted at the party that the 

Tang Family held.  

"Jung Shiyu? What did you do?" Shen Ruihi glared at Jung Shiyu. It was the woman's name. 

"I made a mistake. I don't know." Jung Shiyu was about to cry. 

"Even though if you don't know about that, you can not say something like that. You even want to ruin 

another girl's reputation." Yu Qi said. 

"I am not." Jung Shiyu shook her head. 

"You just say to the girl that she cheated with someone's husband and gave birth to my little sister." Yu 

Qi said. 

"I..." Jung Shiyu wanted to defend herself. 

"Just leave the party." Grandpa Tang started. He looked at Shen Ruihi. "You too."  

Shen Ruihi grinned. Of course, he did not want to leave. But he did not want to embarrass himself 

anymore.  

He needed to apologise first before leaving. "I am sorry for everything." He bowed. 

After that, he walked away leaving the party. Jung Shiyu saw that and rushed to follow Shen Ruihi. 

She managed to get closer to Shen Ruihi. Shen Ruihi stopped and turned around facing Jung Shiyu.  

"Ruihi..." Jung Shiyu called him. 

Pang! Shen Ruihi slapped Jung Shiyu.  

"Why did you do something stupid like that? Do you know how embarrassed I am just now?" Shen Ruihi 

shouted angrily at Jung Shiyu.  

Jung Shiyu cried. It was not her attention. She was just angry because Tang Heng Nuo bumped into her.  

"Do you know how much I do to get an invitation to the party? That party has a lot of powerful people 

coming. It would be a perfect chance for me to get more of them. But you ruined the chance for me." 

Shen Ruihi said. 

He wanted to make friends with powerful people in the industry. Now, people would remember him for 

having a stupid girlfriend.  

"I am done with you." Shen Ruihi made a decision. 

"Ruihi, what do you mean by that?" Jung Shiyu was panicked. 

"You should understand. I am breaking up with you." Shen Ruihi did not want to waste his time here 

anymore.  

Jung Shiyu was shocked and rushed to chase Shen Ruihi. However, Shen Ruihi already got into his car 

and drove off. 



Jung Shiyu fell on her knee. She regretted not controlling her mouth.  

The party continued as it was. Grandpa Tang and his family were on the stage. Tang Heng Nuo and Tang 

Bo Lin were also on the stage. Tang Heng Nuo was being held by her father. While Tang Bo Lin was being 

held by her mother.  

"Welcome to my birthday party. I don't want to hold such a party. But it was my family's wish. So, here I 

am. Thank you for coming to my party. I would like to take this chance to introduce my new family 

members which are my new grandson and granddaughter. Tang Bo Lin and Tang Heng Nuo. Their parent 

are my second son and his wife. I hope people would not mistake them for someone else." Grandpa 

Tang gave his chance. 

Grandpa Tang was still angry about earlier. He introduced them to the public. Tang Jang Qin and Su Xiao 

did not tell others about their new children. Only a few people knew that they gave birth to a pair of a 

boy and a girl.  

The people were surprised when they heard this matter. They did not expect the second daughter-in-

law to be pregnant at such an age. Pregnancy at such an age would have a lot of risks. They really went 

through the pregnancy and even successfully gave birth to a boy and a girl.  
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After the introduction, those women went to Su Xiao about the late pregnancy. They wanted to know 

how Su Xiao managed to go through the pregnancy. 

"Oh, I am also surprised at the beginning. I never expected to be pregnant when wasam already 40. I am 

also thinking of aborting the child.  

However, my family especially my husband supported my pregnancy. My niece, Yu Qi even concocted a 

lot of medicine that helped me get through my pregnancy.  

I had a minor problem when I had problems during the delivery. But with my family support and the 

excellent doctors and nurses who helped me during the labour, I safely gave birth to a pair of twins." 

Su Xiao said while smiling.  

"I want to get pregnant too. But my husband told me that he did not want any child anymore."  

"I also heard about the complications when women get pregnant at a late age."  

"Yes. That is why I do not dare to get pregnant anymore." 

The women started to talk about themselves. 

"Well, you should listen to your partner and doctor." Su Xiao said. 

Grandpa Feng was here too. How could he miss his friend's birthday? However, Feng Yue was not here 

yet. She said that she was coming with Xia Zi Qie later.  

Long Hui was also running late. Yu Qi already said to him that if he could not come, it would be okay.  



Yu Qi did not want him to rush in case something happened to him on the way if he rushed over. 

"Miss Tang?" Someone called her. 

Yu Qi turned around and saw a bunch of young girls smiling at her. She smiled back.  

"Miss Tang, can we have a picture with you?" One of the young girls asked her.  

"Oh, sure. I don't mind." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Hmm... Can I post to my social media too?" One of them asked again. 

'Me too. I want to post on my social media too." 

"Yeah, I want to brag to my friends as well."  

They started saying the same thing. 

"Yes... If you are not using it in the wrong way, why not? I don't mind if you want to post it on your social 

media." Yu Qi said. 

"Yes. Let's take a picture then." The girl said. 

The girl asked her brother to take a picture of them with Yu Qi. Of course, Yu Qi was standing in the 

middle. It was not just a picture.  

They took about 5 pictures with different styles. Yu Qi did not mind posing. 

ραndαsnοvεl.cοm "Thank you, Miss Tang." The girls said. 

"Hmm... Why are you taking pictures with me? I am not a celebrity." Yu Qi asked. Well, she was curious 

about that. 

"Miss Tang, you are like a celebrity to us."  

"Miss Tang, you are an idol to me. 

"And you are so beautiful." 

"Seeing a beautiful woman smooths my heart."  

"Me too."  

"Not to mention, you are a successful career woman." 

"Yes, my father praised you. Despite being a doctor, you also managed your business too." 

The girls sang praises about Yu Qi. Yu Qi did not know that she was this famous before. 

"But, Miss Tang, you are the most beautiful woman when you are with your fiance." 

"Yes... That's right. The woman in love is very beautiful."  

"Miss Tang, we are your couple's fans."  

The girls talked about her and Long Hui made her so embarrassed.  



"Oh, Miss Tang, we don't see Mr Long anywhere. Is he not coming?" The girl asked. 

"He is on the way. He is running late." Yu Qi said. 

The girls became excited again.  

"I am excited to see my favourite couple." The girls said. 

Yu Qi chuckled.  

"Girls, I need to go over there." Yu Qi said. 

She saw her grandpa waving at her asking for her to come over. 

"Oh, sure, Miss Tang." The girls nodded. 

Yu Qi walked away from the girls. She approached her grandpa. She, then, saw familiar faces. They were 

the people she recently met. Grandpa Feng was also there. 

"Grandpa." Yu Qi said. 

"Yu Qi, meet my friend over here. Kelvin Mark and his grandson, Richard." Grandpa Tang introduced his 

friend. "This is my granddaughter, Tang Yu Qi." 

"Jiang Man really likes his granddaughter." Grandpa Feng commented. 

"Grandpa, I already met them before." Yu Qi informed Grandpa Tang. 

"Huh, when?" Grandpa Tang was surprised.  

"Your granddaughter saved me when I had a heart attack. It was lucky for me to have her at that 

moment. Otherwise, I will not stand here anymore." Kelvin Mark said. 

"You had a heart attack? Are you okay?" Grandpa Tang asked. 

"Is it okay for you to walk around like this?" Grandpa Feng threw a question too. 

Both of them were worried about their friend. 

"Hmm... Don't worry. I am fine right now." Kelvin Mark said. "Your granddaughter helped me a lot. She 

is very a good doctor." 

Grandpa Tang smiled proudly. He was happy when someone praised his family members. 

"But I am really disappointed." Kelvin Mark sighed. 

"Huh? About what?" Grandpa Tang lifted his eyebrow. 

"She is already being taken. If she is single, she can be my granddaughter-in-law." Kelvin Mark said. 

Richard Mark who stood beside his grandfather coughed several times to cover the embarrassment.  

"Mr Richard will find his match soon." Yu Qi replied. 

"Yu Qi, is he very good looking? I mean your fiance?" Kelvin Mark asked. 
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"You can judge by yourself." A person casually put his arm on Yu Qi's shoulder. 

Kelvin Mark and his grandson, Richard Mark were surprised to see this action. But Yu Qi did not push the 

arm. She even smiled widely, showing that she was happy with the action. 

So, judging from that reaction, they could conclude who this person was. He even asked them to judge 

him earlier. So, this person must be Yu Qi's fiance. 

"You have arrived. Where is Grandpa Long?" Yu Qi looked around.  

"I am here." Grandpa Long appeared behind Long Hui.  

"Grandpa, long time no see." Yu Qi smiled as she greeted Grandpa Long.  

"Yu Qi, I have something to tell you later. Can you spare some of your time later?" Grandpa Long asked. 

"Sure." Yu Qi nodded. 

Grandpa Long greeted others. Grandpa Tang introduced Kelvin Mark and Richard Mark to Grandpa 

Long.  

"I heard about you before but never had a chance to meet you before," Kelvin said shaking his hand with 

Grandpa Long. 

As a man, he also hated a passion for the soldier. He really respected the man who became the soldier.  

Richard Mark watched the couple. He noticed that Yu Qi smiled differently in front of Long Hui and him. 

Yu Qi smiled sweetly at Long Hui. Meanwhile, she showed him a business smile. 

"You have attracted the bee anymore." Long Hui said. 

Yu Qi laughed. "His grandfather did want  me as his granddaughter-in-law."  

"What?" Long Hui was surprised. 

"No need to worry too much. Of course, I reject the offer telling him that I already have this amazing 

fiance of mine." Yu Qi said. 

Long Hui automatically felt better. 

"Wow, Yu Qi, you praised him so much." Feng Yue appeared with Xia Zi Qie.  

"It is my true feeling." Yu Qi proudly said that. 

"Why am I still being fed by dog food even after having my own boyfriend." Feng Yue wiped her mouth. 

Hearing this, they were laughing.  

The party continued until 10 p.m. Both the Tang Family and the guests were leaving the hotel. The older 

generation of the Tang Family returned home. As the young generation, they were thinking of hanging 

out together at the Rose Nightclub. 



Yu Qi, Long Hui, Feng Yue, Xia Zi Qie Tang Han Lee, his fiance, Ding Na An, Tang Jin Wei and his girlfriend, 

Su Keke and Tang Qin Hao went to the Rose Nightclub.  

Tang Qin Hao basically being dragged by Tang Jin Wei to come along. Tang Qin Hao gave up the idea of 

returning home after being dragged by Tang Jin Wei.  

They went to the VVIP room. They were surprised when they were getting special treatment from the 

nightclub.  

Others might not know that. But Yu Qi knew it. This Nightclub belonged to Liang Mo Han. Liang Mo Han 

aka Mr Black already informed the nightclub that whenever Long Hui or Yu Qi came, they would have 

special treatment. 

At first, Yu Qi just only drank juice. She did not have any stock of the sober pills with her right now. She 

might have stock in her space. But it was impossible to get them out right now. 

Su Keke wanted to go to the toilet. Yu Qi was worried about her safety. So, she planned to accompany 

her going there. Tang Jin Wei was grateful for that.  

Nothing happened on the way to the toilet. But as soon as they stepped out of the toilet, they saw three 

men around. 

Su Keke was kind of scared of the guys. She stuck closely to Yu Qi. Yu Qi smiled assuring her that nothing 

would happen. 

However, Yu Qi was wrong. The man's eyes lifted up when he saw such a beautiful girl like Yu Qi. It was 

something that they could not see in this place.  

They wanted to get the girl. So, when Yu Qi and Su Keke wanted to pass them, they blocked the path.  

Su Keke was scared. Yu Qi automatically shielded Su Keke behind them.  

"Please let us pass." Yu Qi calmly asked the men politely. 

"Girls, why don't you come drinking with us? It is our treat." The man said. 

The other two men were laughing. Yu Qi did not know what was so funny about.  

"No need. We also have friends to drink. We need to go back there." Yu Qi still talked nicely to the men. 

"Just call them telling them that you are meeting with another friend and you want to catch up with 

your friend here." The man taught Yu Qi to learn and even told her which excuse she needed to tell 

others. 

"Let us pass." Yu Qi repeated her words. 

"Beauty, no need to be so tense. We just want to invite you to have a few drinks with us." The man said. 

"If you don't let us pass right now, don't blame if someone gets hurt." Yu Qi gave a warning. 

Of course, the men did not take seriously about what Yu Qi said. They went laughing. 



Yu Qi pulled Su Keke's hand and started to walk away. Then the men blocked them again. This time, the 

men blocked the front and the back.  

Yu Qi also lost her patience and kicked the man in front of him.  

"Sister Keke, please leave first. I will take care of this first." Yu Qi said to Su Keke. 

"But are you going to be okay?" Su Keke asked in worried. 
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"Don't worry. I will be fine. You should go back to the room first." Yu Qi just smiled. 

Su Keke knew that Yu Qi was strong. She might be a burden for Yu Qi if she stayed her any longer. It was 

better for her to go back to the room and informed others as soon as possible that they could come over 

and helped Yu Qi. 

"Oh... Your friend is leaving you alone. How sad." The man said in sarcasm tone. 

"I am enough to teach you some lesson." Yu Qi snorted. 

"Since you already kick me, I will make you pay. Of course, in the bed." The man licked his tongue while 

looking at Yu Qi lewdly.  

"It seems my kick earlier is too soft. Sure, I will kick you hard this time." Yu Qi said. 

Without wasting her time, Yu Qi rushed toward the men. The men were kind of panicked when Yu Qi 

suddenly rushed toward them.  

Then, one of them had collided into the wall after being kicked by Yu Qi. She also gave a few punch on 

the man's face. It was immediately bruised. 

Well, it was the one who said that he would make Yu Qi pay on the bed, of course. The impact was very 

bad that he could not stand up anymore. 

Seeing this, the other two men became scared. However, Yu Qi did not let the men go. She kicked them 

a kick too. It was hurt like hell.  

They could stand up but they preferred to lay down since they saw Yu Qi did not attack their friend who 

already could not stand.  

"What? You are already done?" Yu Qi snorted. "You are talking like you are so strong. In the end, you are 

just too weak to me."  

The men who heard were angry. Not men would not afraid if a woman told them something like this. 

However, they did not dare to stand up.  

Then, they heard a lot of footsteps rushing to this place. The men felt relieved meaning they were saved 

from this woman. 

"Qi Qi, are you okay?" Long Hui checked Yu Qi's body up and down, checking if she had any injuries.  



"Are you seriously asking me that?" Yu Qi asked back to Long Hui. 

Long Hui coughed in embrassment. He sometimes forgot that his partner was a strong cultivator.  

Long Hui changed his expression when facing the three men.  

The men were in despair knowing these group of them were this woman's acquittances. The men were 

kind of tough. 

"What is going here?" A voice asked. 

The three men were glad to see the owner of the voice. It was Mr Yan. The manager of the Rose 

Nightclub.  

"Mr Yan, please help us. They beat us out of nowhere." One of the men begged Mr Yan to help them. 

Mr Yan glanced at them once and turned to Long Hui. 

"Greeting, Master Long." Mr Yan greeted Long Hui respectfully. 

The men were shocked. Seeing Mr Yan's attitude toward Long Hui, it seemed Long Hui had some 

connection with Mr Yan.  

"You are here at this branch?" Long Hui asked. 

"Hmm... I am here for about 5 months before changing to another location. So, what is this about?" Mr 

Yan glanced at the three men once again. 

The three men felt wanting to hide themselves right now.  

"They disturb my girl." Long Hui said. 

"Oh, I will handle them from now on. You and your group can go back to your room and enjoy yourself." 

Mr Yan stated. 

"Do it properly." Long Hui responded. He turned and addressed to his group. "Let's go back to our room. 

He will handle this matter here."  

Hearing this, Yu Qi and others returned to the room.  

"Long Hui..." Tang Jin Wei called Long Hui. 

"What?" Long Hui responded. 

"Who is him and why does he respect you so much?" Tang Jin We asked. 

Others also wanted to know. 

"Well, I am one of this place's owner and he is the general manager of the place." Long Hui stated.  

"Wow, I never know." Tang Jin Wei was surprised. 

"So, who is Mr Black? I heard he is the owner." Tang Han Lee knew the fact from his friend.  

"He is my friend." Long Hui said. 



"I see..." Tang Han Lee nodded. 

Long Hui did not tell others that Mr Black was Liang Mo Han because he did not think they needed to 

know abou that. Liang Mo Han also did not like others to know about his identity since it was his alias in 

the black market. It was better if not many knew about this identity of his.  

After that, they continued having fun. Yu Qi accidentally drank some alcohol even though she swore that 

she would not drink tonight.  

One glass and she was out. Her eyes changed. She looked around. Her eyes stopped at Long Hui. 

"Oh, handsome." Yu Qi stated. 

Others began to notice Yu Qi.  

"Eh, Yu Qi is drunk. She drinks alcohol." Feng Yue said. 

Yu Qi threw herself into Long Hui's arm.  

"I want to get marry with you, Handsome." Yu Qi said. 

"Oh..." Long Hui responded. 

"What? Are you already have someone in your heart?" Yu Qi lifted her eyebrow.  

"What do you think?" Long Hui asked. 

"If you already have someone, I will leave you alone. I don't want to be a bad girl destroying someone's 

relationship." Yu Qi wanted to stand up. 
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"I am indeed in a relationship with someone. And that someone is you." Long Hui flirted. 

"You are in a relationship with me? Oh, yeah. That's right." Yu Qi nodded. 

"You remember me? Then, who I am?" Long Hui asked. 

"You are Xie Likui." Yu Qi stated. 

People looked at Yu Qi. They were confused when Yu Qi said the name. The name which they never 

heard before. They looked at Long Hui. 

They could see Long Hui's cold face. They thought Long Hui was angry since Yu Qi mentioned another 

name's men. 

Feng Yue came forward to defend Yu Qi. "Brother Hui, don't get angry. Yu Qi is drunk."  

Long Hui turned to Feng Yue. "What are you talking about?"  

"Huh? You are not angry?" Feng Yue asked. 

Long Hui actually forgot that these people did not know about his other name.  



"She is calling my name... It is just a name that only she knows for me." Long Hui said. 

"Oh..." Feng Yue actually did not understand. Well, never mind as long as both of them were happy.  

"I will bring her home." Long Hui said. 

"Which home?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 

"Mine." Long Hui said. 

"Oh, okay. I will inform my family about that in case they are asking about Yu Qi." Tang Jin Wei said. 

"Are we going somewhere?" Yu Qi asked Long Hui when Long Hui asked to follow him. 

"We are going home." Long Hui answered. 

"Just two of us?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Do you want others to follow us too?" Long Hui asked back. 

Yu Qi thought for a minute. Then, she shook her head. "I don't want."  

"Good girl." Long Hui smiled. "Follow me."  

Yu Qi was drunk. So she was walking relying on Long Hui. Long Hui helped his beloved Qi Qi walk. 

As they were walking, they were stopped by a group of people.  

"Wait? Where are you going bringing a girl like this?" A man questioned Long Hui. 

"Huh?" Long Hui glanced over with a cold face. 

The people stepped back one step seeing Long Hui's cold face. They could not deny that the man in front 

of them was very scary. But they were thinking of the woman in the man's hug. 

"Who are you to this girl?" One of them questioned Long Hui again. 

"Is that someone that you want to say to me? If not, step aside." Long Hui replied. 

"We can not let you bring the woman away." The man said. 

"Yeah. Tell us who are you to this woman?"  

"You can not do something like this."  

The people in the group said to say something like that to Long Hui. 

Yu Qi opened her eyes looking around. The people saw her opened her eyes began to ask her questions. 

ραndαsnοvεl.cοm "Miss, are you okay?"  

"Miss, do you need help?" 

"Miss, you can come with us."  

The last sentence came from a girl in the same group who blocked Yu Qi and Long Hui. 



"What is this?" Yu Qi frowned. 

"Human beings." Long Hui answered. 

"What are you doing?" Yu Qi asked back. She looked at the group. 

"Miss, this man is trying to bring you somewhere else." A man said. 

"I know." Yu Qi nodded while her head swayed over. 

"You know him?" The group was surprised. 

"Of course. He is my boyfriend. His!" Yu Qi hiccuped.  

Yu Qi was talking in her drunk state. So, they found it hard to believe her. 

"She is drunk. She might not tell the truth." The girl whispered to the men. 

The men nodded. They were determined to save Yu Qi from Long Hui.  

"We are going to report you to the police." The man said. 

"For what?" Long Hui asked. 

"For kidnapping." The girl stated. 

They already determined that Long Hui kidnapped the drunk girl, Yu Qi, away. 

"Huh? Why are you still here?"  

Everyone looked at the person who asked the question. It was Feng Yue. Feng Yue was surprised to see 

Long Hui and Yu Qi were still there. She thought the couple already left. 

"Miss, do you know these two people?" The girl asked Feng Yue. 

"Huh? Yeah, why? Is there any wrong?" Feng Yue asked back. 

"What is their relationship?" The man asked. 

"Well, they are a couple. An engaged couple actually." Feng Yue said. 

The people in the group looked at each other. They were misunderstood Yu Qi and Long Hui.  

"Can I leave you?" Long Hui glanced. 

The group of people apologised to Long Hui and Yu Qi. They bowed to the couple while apologising to 

them. 

"We are sorry. We apologize." The man said. 

"Forget it." Long Hui walked away with Yu Qi. 

Feng Yue and others could not understand the situation.  

"What is going on?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 



"Actually, we thought he is taking advantage of the girl who already drunk by bringing the girl away. So, 

we stopped him wanting to take away her. We tried to make him let go the girl even threatening him by 

saying we are going to call the police. We don't know that they were a couple." The man explained.  

Hearing about this, other felt a little bit. Feng Yue and Tang Jin Wei was the one first to laugh. 

"Hahaha... That is hilarious." Feng Yue was still laughing.  

"No wonder, Long Hui's face was kind of annoyed just now." Tang Jin Wei added after that, he returned 

to laugh.  
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"We are sorry for our mistake. We thought that he made a move on the woman. So, we were planning 

to save the woman from him." The man apologized again. 

"It's okay. I don't think he cares much about that." Feng Yue waved her hand.  

"But guys, I think I saw the couple somewhere." A person from the group said. 

"Where?" Another one asked. 

"I could not point that out." The person sighed. 

Long Hui brought Yu Qi to his vehicle.  

"What is this?" Yu Qi asked while pointing to his vehicles. 

Long Hui knew that Yu Qi was thinking of Qin Yue right now. So, she did not recognize the vehicles since 

they did not exist at that time.  

"It is like a carriage." Long Hui explained. 

"Oh... So, why are we riding this? We can just use our sword to fly." Yu Qi stated. 

The cultivators indeed could just ride their swords and fly over if they were in the high rank in their 

cultivation level. But, of course, they could not do it here. 

"It is better for us to rest. No need to use a lot of energy." Long Hui said. 

"Oh, if you say so. I also like to be closer to you, Xikui." Yu Qi grinned. 

They arrived at the house past midnight.  

"The house is so beautiful." Yu Qi commented. 

"It is our house." Long Hui said. 

"Oh, I am tired. I want to sleep." Yu Qi said. 

"You should take a quick shower first." Long Hui said. 



However, when Long Hui turned to Yu Qi, she was already sleeping on the couch. So, she would not take 

her shower.  

Long Hui lifted her up and brought her to the bedroom. He did not want Yu Qi to sleep in this condition.  

He slowly reached out for Yu Qi's clothes and slowly took them off. He swallowed his saliva as he 

continued taking off his beloved Qi Qi's clothes.  

He then wiped her body. Even though his hand was shaking, he still continued. Then he made her wear 

comfortable clothes. Yu Qi did not even wake up during the process. 

It was time for Long Hui to take a shower. Well, a cold shower to calm him down.  

... 

Yu Qi woke up and saw Long Hui's jaw. She lost her memories. She did not remember coming home and 

slept with Long Hui.  

She also looked at her clothes. She was not wearing the same clothes that she wore yesterday. Meaning 

Long Hui helped her change her clothes while she was sleeping.  

Long Hui also woke up. Seeing his beloved Qi Qi in his arms made him tighten his arms around her. 

"Brother Hui, thank you..." Yu Qi whispered. 

"For what?" Long Hui asked. 

"For changing my clothes and let me wear comfortable clothes for me to sleep." Yu Qi said. 

She was wearing a dress yesterday. So, if she slept in that dress, she knew that she would not be 

comfortable like this. 

Long Hui remembered yesterday's scene making his blood rush down. It would wake up. 

"Brother Hui?" Yu Qi's eyes opened widely.  

Yu Qi could feel something down there touching her. And she knew what was that.  

"It is your fault." Long Hui blamed Yu Qi. 

"Huh? Why did that become my fault?" Yu Qi was confused. 

She did not think she did or said something that made Long Hui's little brother wake up like that.  

"Because you are so cute." Long Hui said. 

Right after the sentence, Long Hui kissed Yu Qi. Yu Qi responded to the kiss. Well, after the kiss, both of 

them spent about two hours on the bed before getting up.  

ραndαsnοvεl.cοm It was a day off for Yu Qi and Long Hui. So, there was no need to rush to go to work. 

Both of them enjoyed cuddling together on the bed.  

They got out of the bed. Then, spent another two hours in the bathroom.  

It was already afternoon after they were on their clothes back.  



Yu Qi told Long Hui to wear the clothes that she bought recently. She was happy to see Long Hui in the 

clothes. It suited him very well.  

They decided to go on the date since they were busy lately and did not spend any time together. 

Yu Qi took Long Hui to a restaurant that just opened recently. Yu Qi had already been there before with 

her co-workers. 

The food tasted delicious and the atmosphere was very good too. Since it was lunch hour, the restaurant 

was almost full. But lucky for them, they managed to get a table there. 

They ordered the food and ate it. 

"Delicious right?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Hmm... But not as much as your cooking." Long Hui commented. 

Yu Qi smiled sweetly at Long Hui when she heard the comment. 

Since there were a lot of people in the restaurant, both Yu Qi and Long Hui paid attention to some of the 

people.  

And part of them were the people that met Yu Qi and Long Hui yesterday.  

"Is that the couple that we met yesterday?"  

"Yeah. We did." 

"They are really a couple." 

"We really misunderstood their relationship yesterday." 

"I really remember seeing them before." 

"You are still on about that?"  

"Are they celebrities or what?"  

"Wait. I remember." 

"What? Remember that?" 

"They are Tang Yu Qi and Long Hui." 

"Who?" 

"Here, this is their identity." The person showed her phone to her friends. 
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"What the f**k?"  

"They were very famous."  



"The woman is the chairman of a very promising business group. While the man is a promising soldier."  

"We are lucky that we did not offend them yesterday."  

The last sentence made Yu Qi turn to Long Hui.  

"What happened yesterday?" Yu Qi asked. 

She did not remember seeing these people yesterday. So, she was curious as to why these people said 

something like that.  

"It is nothing." Long Hui looked away. 

He was embarrassed if she found out about that.  

"It made me more curious about that." Yu Qi said. 

She looked at Long Hui acting cute begging Long Hui to tell her. Long Hui looked away. Seeing the tactic 

did not work, she changed her tactic. 

"You will sleep alone tonight." Yu Qi said. 

Long Hui turned to look at Yu Qi right now. 

"No!" Long Hui said. 

Since she was in front of him, he did not want to sleep alone.  

"Then, tell me." Yu Qi said. 

"Okay. But you can not laugh." Long Hui stated. 

"I will try." Yu Qi nodded. 

"They met us yesterday at the nightclub. They thought I tried to bring a drunk girl which your home. 

They thought you were in danger because you were drunk and I was a kidnapper." Long Hui explained. 

"Pfff..." Yu Qi ended up laughing after she could not hold her laugh.  

At first Long Hui was embarrassed about that but seeing Yu Qi's laugh made him smile too. 

"I accidentally drank some alcohol and forgot to bring the sober pill." Yu Qi said after she finished 

laughing. 

"It is okay. I already told you that you can drink if you are with me." Long Hui stated. 

"But I forget what happens if I am drunk. I don't like that." Yu Qi sighed. 

"Hmm.... You are completely wasting it." Long Hui nodded. 

"Really?" Yu Qi asked. 

"You even call me with the wrong name." Long Hui said. 

"What? What did I call you?" Yu Qi was once again shocked. 



She wanted to know what name she used to call Long Hui when she was in the drunk state. 

"You call me Xie Likui." Long Hui said. 

"What?" Yu Qi was stunned. "I call you by that name?"  

"Hmm... You even call yourself Qin Yue." Long Hui said. 

"So, when I am drunk, I consider myself as Qin Yue and you are Xie Likui. People would misunderstand 

that." Yu Qi said. 

"Yes." Long Hui nodded. 

Well, he really did not mind that at all since it was also him. But people might think otherwise.  

Yu Qi made a promise. "I will never be drunk in front of others again. I will make sure to bring the sober 

pill."  

"That's great." Long Hui nodded. 

"Oh, I forgot that I need to see Grandpa Long." Yu Qi suddenly remembered the promise that she made 

to Grandpa Long yesterday. 

Before she left the party, Grandpa Long came to talk to her about something. She thought there was 

something serious seeing Grandpa Long was so tense.  

Turned out, his medicine wine that Yu Qi made, he already finished it out. He wanted some if Yu Qi had 

them. 

Yu Qi told Grandpa Long that she would give it to him later since the medicine wine was inside Yu Qi's 

space.  

"I think he is staying at the hotel where the party was held yesterday." Long Hui said. 

He remembered asking his grandfather about that. He wanted his grandfather to come to stay at his 

house. However, his grandfather rejected him right away telling him that he did not want to stay at his 

love nest. 

"Really? Let me call him." Yu Qi said. 

She took out her phone and called Grandpa Long. After a while, someone answered the call. 

"Hello, Grandpa. It is Yu Qi." Yu Qi said. 

"Hmm... Yes." Grandpa Long responded. 

"Grandpa, what is your room number? We want to go and see you." Yu Qi said. 

"1091." Grandpa Long answered. 

"Okay. We will come and bring you the medicine wines." Yu Qi said. 

"Sure... sure... sure... Be careful on your way here." Grandpa Long sounded excited. He must be excited 

about the medical wine. 



The call ended there. 

"Let's go back to our house first. I need to take out the medical wines from my space first." Yu Qi 

whispered to Long Hui.  

After settling the payment, they left and returned to their house first. Yu Qi entered the space bringing 

out three bottles of medicine wines.  

Long Hui packed them carefully so that they would not easily break. Since Grandpa Long needed to bring 

them back to Capital City. Grandpa Long disliked air travel. So, he would return to the Capital city by car.  

After packing everything, they went to the hotel where Grandpa Long stayed at. They arrived at 

Grandpa Long's hotel room. 

Grandpa Long opened the door.  

"Grandpa, we are here." Yu Qi smiled. 

Grandpa Long invited them to enter the room. Long Hui brought a box.  

"Grandpa, it is what I promise you." Yu Qi said.  

Grandpa Long smiled seeing the box. He knew what was inside the box.  

"Thank you." Grandpa Long said. 

"Just tell your assistant to be careful when he handle this box." Long Hui reminded. 

Grandpa Long had his personal assistants a.k.a bodyguards. They were also from the military. Since 

Grandpa Long was an important figure in the military. 

 


